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	Job_Description: This position will support our transition into multifamily and our growth into the Southeast as a part of our Asset Management team. The individual in this position will be responsible for executing our revenue and pricing strategy. This position works closely with the property management team and is involved in all aspects of residential asset and property management. Revenue Management:-Maximize revenue by developing and executing pricing strategy with daily pricing responsibilities.-Research pricing decisions produced by pricing management software and property management teams. -Develop and test PowerBI reporting that assists the team in evaluating pricing strategy.-Conduct market research and benchmarking for portfolio.-Support all aspects of pricing, renewal and expiration management.-Develop, communicate and execute on new Asset Management initiatives.-Propose revenue assumptions for the annual budget on a property-by-property basis. -Evaluating and testing proptech.Financial and System Management-Assist leadership team with data analysis in preparation for quarterly earning calls and board meetings.-Support utilities and property tax management and tracking.-Test and document the implementation of Yardi CRM.Acquisitions & Dispositions-Contribute to the firm's due diligence efforts on potential investments & developments.-Provide support in closing of acquisitions/dispositions. 
	Requirements: You are a good fit if you have a recent degree in finance, economics or real estate and have a passion for the real estate industry, strong analytical and Excel skills and like to work in a team environment. -Bachelor's degree in finance, economics, real estate or related field experience in residential real estate-Experience with performing data analysis-Advanced proficiency with Microsoft Excel-Possess a curiosity and interest to continuously seek improvements in work processes that will add value to the organization-Demonstrated verbal and written communication skills-Ability to work individually, collaboratively and meet firm deadlines-Strong customer service orientation and ability to champion through daily interactions-Champions commitment to Diversity, Equity, Inclusion & Belonging initiatives
	Benefits: In this role, you will be working a flexible 3/2 (office/remote) hybrid schedule.
	Source: Indeed
	Logo: 
	Company_Name: WashREIT
	Company_Details: WashREIT is a publicly traded company transitioning from a diversified REIT into a pure multifamily REIT and expanding from the DC metropolitan area into Southeastern markets. 
	Job_Title: Multifamily Real Estate Analyst


